
We’ve all heard the saying, “Make a Grand
Entrance.” Well, what about making your
entryway grand? Mirrors are a great way to

get the most out of your entryway space: they serve as
both decorative and functional objects. Whether you’re
working with a modest square of floorspace or an
elaborate foyer, a mirror will do wonders to liven it up.

Mirrors can also lighten and brighten a space since
they’ll reflect light. If your entryway is small, a mirror will
make it appear more spacious. If possible, hang your
mirror so that it reflects an attractive object.

And, as with your artwork, the right frame around your
mirror makes a world of difference. The frame adds to the
look of the mirror—making it seem traditional or modern,
elegant or fun—and will enhance the space surrounding it.

By working with a custom framer, you can design your
own mirror. You’ll be delighted at the variety of styles from
which you can choose. If you’ve spent months searching for
a mirror with just the right color frame to match your
furniture or metal accessories, your problem is solved!

A great advantage to decorating with mirrors is that
they come in all shapes and sizes. A large mirror can be
grouped with two smaller ones on either side, or a round
mirror can soften a space containing sharp angles.
Therefore, you can decorate with mirrors as you would
with art, choosing what shapes and sizes appeal to you
most. Consider framing a mirror with a bevelled edge
which adds to its appearance.

So visit us to design your mirror. Make a great first
impression!  ■

Framing Focus

This elegant entrance is enhanced by the ornately framed mirror
placed above the entryway table.

If you prefer the modern look, choose a metal frame moulding to
complement your decor.
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